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Guess the movie actors malayalam football bird

The NFL regular season is over, college bowls have all been played, and the beans are falling almost no. If you're anything like us, this time of year is a little depressing. Of course, we still have a full list of playoff games leading up to the Super Bowl, but what then? The excitement of the big game quickly leads to a set without a weekend
football that leaves us feeling empty and in dire need of some gridiron escape. That's when we turn to great football movies. We spent over 2 weeks watching almost every football movie ever made so we could rank the best and worst of them. (Hard work, we know.) Some are better than others, and some are about as realistic as Madden
'92 at Sega Genesis, but they will all do the trick in the cold days of February when you just need to quickly fix the pig skin world of mind. 32. Program (1993) The program has the worst that any film, or athlete, for that matter, can have: potential. James Caan as coach in a gritty look at the high stakes world of college football? We'd like to
see this movie. Unfortunately, all we get is a cliche-filled after-school special featuring the hardest quarterback to root for in movie history. Joe Kane, the least persuasive alcoholic we've ever seen, is annoyed for 2 hours. Football logic is also ridiculously bad: the team loses a bunch of games and still have a chance at the big bowls? Is he
still a Heisman candidate? However, the film has a few things going for it: an attempt at realistic portrayals of steroid abuse, and a young Halle Berry as a cerebral coed. (If in doubt, just choose Halle Berry.) But overall, the program is the ultimate goal of the line fumble. 31. Semi-Hard (1977)Burt Reynolds and Kris Kristofferson stars as
Billy Clyde Puckett and Shake Tiller, professional players at the Miami Bucks. They are also roommates who find themselves in a love triangle with the daughter of the team owner, played by 70s toddler Jill Clayburg. This adaptation of Dan Jenkins's great book was supposed to be a winner, but instead it uses too much of its energy to
satirize the self-help washes of the 70s. The big game isn't even central to this honor going to the wedding. Semi-Tough is definitely the film of his crazy era, but it's still great to watch former college baller Reynolds back on the field. 30. The Best of The Times (1986) Robin Williams tries to rewrite history by replaying a big game from his
school days in which he dropped a game-winning pass and set the course for the rest of his (and his city's) miserable lives. Kurt Russell plays a former star quarterback who would rather live with his legacy and then try to revive his glory days. Football logic in the big game is pretty funny, and pork kina plays cheesy at best, but there's
something about second chance at having that one big failure in your life that still makes The Best Times a winner. 29. Freshman (1925) Freshman can be original football football But at the end of the day, it's just your average boy-three-to-get-girl-dumb movie. Most of Speedy's moves (Harold Lloyd) have failed, so he decides to join the
football team to win it. Even though he's just a water boy, he thinks he's part of a real team. On the day of the big game, the coach loses so many players to injury that he has no choice but to put speedy inch Typical Lloyd hijinks flowing onto the field, Speedy wins a big game and more importantly, he wins the girl. 28. Jim Thorpe: All-
American (1951) This one makes the list simply because Thorpe was one of the best multi-Austerian athletes this country has ever seen. Sadly, his story deserves better than this cool affair starring Burt Lancaster as half-Native American Thorpe. His relationship with the famous Pop Warner is a running thread of history, but too much of it
feels obscured, and Native American stuff feels a little politically incorrect. It's interesting to see some of the old-fashioned college football action-real gridiron, four-point field goals, and five-point touchdowns!, but the film sticks to the traditional history of Thorpe athlete's rise and fall and his inability to deal with life off the field. 27. Horse
feathers (1932)Horse feathers revolve around a big game between Huxley and Darwin colleges, some crooked players, a college widow, and a nutty new university president, but the plot is secondary to watching the endlessly entertaining antics of the Marx brothers. It's amazing how their fast-paced humor still holds 80 years later. The
actual football match only takes the last 12 minutes of the film, but has a ton of great moments: Harpo pauses for a hot dog in the long run, Chico and Harpo play cards in the huddle, and scored the winning touchdown through the horse and chariot. 26. Jerry Maguire (1996) Tom Cruise first appeared on the list, playing the titular sports
agent who tries to change his moral compass. He loses his job and all but one of his clients, but gets a girl in the end. Today Jerry McGuire is known for adding too many phrases to the national lexicon (including Show Me Money! and You're Finishing Me), but re-viewing reminded us that the on-field action is surprisingly first-class. For the
final big game, the film footage is mixed seamlessly with actual game footage from Monday Night Football's game between the Cowboys and Cardinals. Leather heads (2008) Leather heads date back to the 1920s, the time before the endorsement of deals, television contracts and Super Bowls. George Clooney stars as captain of the
Duluth Bulldogs, who are on the verge of collapse when they recruit a war hero and college football legend (John Krasinski) to join the team. The film tends to focus too much on Clooney and Krasinka's love triangle with crackerjack reporter (Rene zellweger) and the underlying truth behind these war hero claims, but it's still fun to watch
old-fashioned football action in its dirty, in the early days of glory. 24. Knute Rockne, All-American (1940)This 1940 film is famous for the iconic Win One for the Gipper speech, but don't forget the legendary Notre Dame coach Notut Rockn (Pat O'Brien) locker room speech that comes earlier in the film. (They are the basis of every great
halftime sermon in all the sports movies that followed.) As for Gipper, he plays a young Ronald Reagan and only in a small part of the film, but the all-American crackle when he and O'Brien are together, thanks to their rat-tat-tat banter. The film plays too fast and loose with history, lending Rockn with an invention of both forward pass and
offensive shift-two moves he may have perfected, but was already in use at the time. But the football action is undeniably great, as much of it comes from actual news footage of the Irish struggle. 23. The Longest Yard (2005)Adam Sandler's first appearance on this list shows his role as Paul Crewe made famous by Burt Reynolds in the
'74 original. (Reynolds returns as a gray-haired prison team coach here.) This remake amps everything with its insouscriptive, flash-cutting, music-pumping style. It's a bit disappointing for big fans of the original, but we can't resist Tracy Morgan leading Texas State Prison cheerleaders. 22. Heaven Can Wait (1978) Of course, this Warren
Beatty movie is more of a fantasy romcom than a sports movie, but the stars of the football team in Los Angeles! Remember when L.A. had football? Beatty plays quarterback Joe Pendleton, who is poised to lead the Los Angeles Rams to the Super Bowl. The only problem: He dies before the big game. The rest of the film tracks
Pendleton's ascent to heaven and then his quick return to Earth in the body of a millionaire who buys a team and tries to start himself in KB. As we said: fantasy. 21. Paper Lion (1968)Paper Lion is based on the true story of writer George Plimpton, who wanted a pen feature for Sports Illustrated that he was really wanted to play
professional football. PRE MASH Alan Alda is as great as a poorly trained Plimpton who convinces the Detroit Lions to let him go to training camp and try to slot the CB without telling other guys on the field he's not a real player. It's certainly great for guys like us who watch their TV screens all Sunday long thought: I bet I could do it. 20.
Replacements (2000)Remember the strike of NFL players in 1987, when teams used replacement players to fill out their rosters and keep the season alive? This 24-day period of failed labour negotiations, which both sides are likely to forget, is the backbone of Keanu Reeves's strike. Reeves plays Shane Falco, a college standout turned-
NFL-washout who should lead his ragtag scab to victory. Needing only one more game to make the playoffs, the original defender crosses the picket line and Falco's place. But -surprise!-What the team really needs is Falco's He comes back just in time to win the game and win the girl. 19. Wildcats (1986)Wildcats is a totally unrealistic,
albeit entertaining little flick about a woman who dreams of following in the footsteps of her father's football coach. Goldie Hawn plays a girls' track coach at a fantasy school who finally gets her shot at gridiron glory at the troubled downtown Central High, with the necessary team full of underachievers. The film smells of the 80s, but it has
a few things going for it, including Woody Harrelson and Wesley Snipes as two of the Central High Wildcats in their movie debuts. And maybe we're just high on nostalgia, but LL Cool J's football rap that runs over the opening credits and the Super Bowl shuffle parody that ends with the film both pretty amazing. 18. All-American (1988)
Based on the book of sports legend Frank Deford, this radical saga follows 25 years in the life and career of Gavin Gray. The film takes off with Gray (Dennis Kuade) as a big man on campus at LSU. He is a star footballer with nothing but a bright future ahead of him. Unfortunately, his game-winning play sugar Bowl is the highlight of a
career that steadily goes awry as the star Grey fades. His NFL stint, first with the Redskins and then with the Broncos, looks as punishing as he feels. Gray continues to live off his past laurels and his final appearance on the final days of his old LSU team reunion is heartbreaking, especially for any man who has ever felt his best days
behind them. Okay, so it's a little depressing. 17. All Right Moves (1983) Teen Tom Cruise stars as a high school defensive back who dreams of escaping from his gridlocked steel town of Pennsylvania and going to college. (Steel cities are sure to be a common trope in football cinema.) He sees football as the only way out, but there is
one huge stumbling block that he has to overcome: his coach. Craig T. Nelson (coach!) channels the Great Santini as an opponent of Cruz. Add in a preview of Back to the Future, super-cute Leah Thompson and some pretty good on-field action, and you have a decent little movie. 16. Waterboy (1998) In his follow-up wedding singer,
Adam Sandler plays the fearsome college linebacker Bobby Boucher. Sandler's childish Cajun accent gets a hell of a grate after a while, but there are undeniable laughs to be had in this comedy about a college team dim-witted waterboy who has almost supernatural tackling skills. And no, the football scenes aren't exactly realistic, but
they're still hilarious, especially when Boucher pretends that the whole offensive line is his mom. Henry Winkler also shines as a coach who takes a chance on Bobby and finally gets revenge against his lifelong opponent. 15. Radio (2003)Radio is based on the true story of the mentally young man and school football coach who is friends
with him. Ed Harris is inspiring as a mentor/coach, but it's Cuba Gooding Jr. that steals the show like James Radio Kennedy. Yes, football really really but the relationship between radio and Coach Jones is as inspiring as any movie on this list. When the radio can't go to an away game with the rest of the team, its solo reenactment is as
enjoyable as any real football game filmed. 14. We Marshall (2006) On November 14, 1970, almost the entire football team of Marshall University died in a terrible plane crash. Principal McG tells the story of how the team, the school and the city were trying to recover the following year. It's an inspiring story, and Matthew McConaughey,
as a coach who tries to rebuild the team, keeps things easy enough when moving the bleak story forward. Matthew Fox is also excellent as an assistant coach who only missed time on that tragic flight a simple twist of fate. But a fair warning: Prepare for running water here too. 13. Brian's Song (1971) If you've never shed a tear over this
true story of Chicago Bears teammates Gail Sayers and Brian Piccolo, you're not human. The players were competitors on the field and best friends from it. Sayers, a running back from Kansas, was destined for fame in Chicago. As for Piccolo... We leave it to the film's narrator at the beginning of the film: Ernest Hemingway once said,
Every true story ends in death. Well, that's a true story. The relationship between the two players feels real without being too sentimental, and the football scenes are first-class, thanks to real Bears game footage from the archives of NFL Films. 12. Gridiron Gang (2006)Gridiron Gang might just be a banal film about troubled young men
and gangs of bangers in California who find redemption through football, but fortunately it rises above the cliche. Dwayne Johnson plays Sean Porter, a counselor at a juvenile detention center who uses football to teach children to respect themselves and each other. At the end of the credits you can see excerpts from the original 1993
Documentary Gridiron Gang to see how much the script resembles the true story. Many of Johnson's speeches are taken directly from Porter's real-life speeches. Hey Hollywood: Go ahead and re-release the original already. 11.Varsity Blues (1999) Tell it to us now: I don't want your life! That's what young James Van Der Beek as
quarterback Johnny Moxon pronounces to his father in the middle of the Varsity Blues, after finally securing a starting spot on his Texas high school football team, only the second to guess his role and future in football. Jon Wett is together for a ride as a school win at all costs to a coach who eventually, and rightly, loses control of his
team. There are a few idiotic stories that are absolutely unnecessary, but this one delivers the goods. And if nothing else, Varsity Blues boasts a magnificent debut of Ali Larter in the movies . . . In a bikini with whipped cream, to boot. (Enjoy.) 10. Any Sunday (1999) Any Sunday Stone's take on professional football as a national religion.
You've got Dennis quaid as an aging champion (think Brett Favre); Jamie Jamie like a football prodigy who changes the game when he takes the field (think Cam Newton); Al Pacino chew on the sidelines and scenery like an old time coach (think Tom Landry mixed with, and Al Pacino); and Cameron Diaz as the new team owner (think
Cameron Diaz). Plenty of real stars of pork skin past show, too, including Jim Brown and Lawrence Taylor. While the film doesn't always add up to the sum of its parts, Sunday still has more than enough gridiron action and inside football to talk to satisfy any fan. 9. Longest Yard (1974)Burt Reynolds brings his 70s-game to his role as Paul
Crewe, a former professional quarterback serving time in prison and enlisted to play a high-stakes game between inmates and guards. In the big game, Crewe's consecutive personal foul penalties well worth a fine yards, and his miraculous one-yard touchdown attempt to finish the game perfectly captured in all his grainy, slow-moving.
The average machine really. 8. Blind Side (2009) You can tune in to this for your football history, but you'll just like moved the action off the field. Based on a book by Michael Lewis of the same name, The Blind Side is the true story of current Ravens offensive tackle Michael Oher's path from the Tennessee draft to Ole Miss (and
ultimately the NFL) with the help of Memphis socialites Sean and Lee Ann Tuohy. Watching rookie quinton Aaron grow up as Oher, from a silent clumsy behemoth to a successful, protective family member is as impressive as Oher's real journey. Undefeated (2006) The undefeated (mostly) true story of Vince Papale, who landed a spot on
coach Dick Vermail's 1976 Philadelphia Eagles squad. So, in real life Papale actually already played professional football with the competing World Football League at the time, but enough aspects of his story ring true enough to make this story underdog easy to get sick of. Think of Wahlberg as a more grown-up version of Rudy, trying to
break out of his ties to the other end of Pennsylvania. It's also the story of NFL coaching legend Dick Vermail and the faith he had in untested Papale. You don't need as eagles root for Papale and Vermeil to succeed in the big movie game. (Spoiler alert: They do.) 6.The Express (2008) This underrated film is based on the true story of
running back Ernie Davis, the first African-American Heisman Trophy winner in NCAA history. Express is arguably some of the most realistic recreated college action around the list. Davis follows in the footsteps of his ancestors Jackie Robinson and Jim Brown, who he excelled as a defender in Syracuse, breaking color barriers and
standing stoic in the face of the darkest time in the nation's history. After his Heisman victory, Davis joins Jim Brown in the Cleveland backfield, but the tragedy strikes and he's cut in his prime before he can ever take a snap in the NFL. Instead, we stayed what could have been. 5. 5. Dallas Magpies (1979) Want to gut an excruciatingly
real look at what might have been going on behind the scenes in the NFL back in the 70s? Look no further than Mack Davis and Nick Nolte as the two star players of the North Dallas Bulls, in this film based on former Dallas Cowboy Peter Gent's great romance of the same name. The North Dallas Magpies sets players as tough-partying
wild men and coaches as stats-focused micro-managers. The aging wide receiver Nolte is used as a pawn in the scheme to force the young player to do his best to win. The film also has this prophetic line that will refer to sports negotiations for decades to come: Every time I call it a game, you call it business. And every time I call it
business, you call it a game. 4. Invincible (2011) Invincible is a superb documentary that follows the team's high school season in Memphis, but the Manassas Tigers aren't just any team. Underfunded, sitting on a string of losing seasons, and under the tutelage of a volunteer coach from another part of town, these kids in downtown must
fight their way to the playoffs for the first time in the team's history. Like any movie on this list, the document shows that football is much more than just the game itself. 3. Friday Night Lights (2004) Peter Berg's film still holds up as one of the best high school football movies ever made. Based on A.G. Bisinger's 1990 book, this is a gritty,



realistic view of the religion that is high school football in small towns across Texas. It's as much about Billy Bob Thornton as coach Gary Gaines as it is about the vulnerability of young people in his team who face enormous pressure to play football while both making a name for themselves and trying to break out of the shadows of past
players. Berg turned this true-story film into an equally large television series that ran for five seasons. 2. Rudy (1993) Rudy is much more than a football film. It's an outsider's story. It's a family story. It's about following your dreams. Most importantly, it's a story about the heart. Daniel Rudy Ruettiger was told that he had many things: not
smart enough to get to Notre Dame, not big enough to play football for school, unable to escape the steel mills his family runs, and not good enough for the bride who left him. But in the face of ridiculously long chances, Rudy (Sean Astin) clears all the obstacles and finally gets to wear blue and gold. Sure, the final scene of his dismissal
of Georgia Tech's GB is a dynamite finish, but it's the scene in which each of his teammates surrenders his jersey on game day, so Rudy can play that will leave you in a bunch of man-tears. (Don't worry, we know it's just dust in your eyes.) 1. Remember the Titans (2000) Titans earns first place on our list, that it got almost everything you
could ever want in a great sports movie: action, heart, laughs, tragedy, triumph, and a message of racial harmony. Based on the true story and set set 1971, we are talking about two schools in Virginia that are integrated into one, forcing players of all races to play together for the first time. Adding to the politically charged situation, the
white Titans coach was asked to resign and allow an African-American coach to lead the team. He's got a phenomenal cast including Denzel Washington and Bill Yoast, and feels real in both the football action and racially charged scenes set in the early 70s in the South. But if you don't want to be caught tearing in front of your kidneys,
make sure you watch it alone. Left! Forte! This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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